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Tools       

Required 

For           

Installation 

Stiff Brush 7/16” Socket Wrench 
  

 

 

 

 

or 

The Fabco ScreenBox will deliver assembled and consists of the components 

designated below. The Frame/Flange system uses a sliding flange that provides 

1.5” of adjustability on all four sides of the frame. 

Optional Oil Boom 

and Hammock 

Removable 

Protected 

Bypass  

Hood 

Fabco      

Perforated  

ScreenBox 

Adjustable 4” Drop 

Flange (some 

models may vary) 

 4”  

  
1.0”+/- 

nominal adjustment 

In each direction 



ScreenBox Installation Guide 
1. Be sure to follow proper road safety rules & regulations when working in the street. Begin 

by removing the grate from the inlet. CAUTION: Grates are extremely heavy. Some type of 

lifting mechanism is highly recommended. Carefully place the grate on the ground away from 

the work area. 

2. Measure and note the catch basin frame clear opening length and width. Remove any 

obstructions or debris that will interfere with the installed ScreenBox. If necessary, use a wire 

brush to remove caked on sediment from the grate support ledges. 



3. Using the catch basin frame clear opening length and width measurements from Step 2, 

adjust the sliding flanges such that they will securely rest on the grate frame. The inside 

flange to flange distance should be equal to the previously measured clear space for both 

length and width.  

4. Loosen bolts as necessary and adjust sliding drop flanges to the required position and se-

cure in place using a standard 7/16” socket wrench. Do not overtighten bolts. 

Screenbox Length 

Screenbox Width 

Sliding Flanges should be set at the grate frame clear space measurements 



5. To complete the installation, carefully lower the StormSack assembly into the storm drain 

and verify that the support flanges are securely resting on the storm grate support ledges as 

illustrated below. Reinstall the storm grate. 

6. Corner fillers: ScreenBox units utilize the Fabco 

adjustable  BMP frame/flange system. The adjustability 

inherently leaves some open space in the corners of 

the frame. The units will ship with “Corner 

Fillers” (pictured right) to address the open corner 

issue.  Remove the adhesive tape backing and install 

the Corner Fillers. For ScreenBox units designed for 

combination (curb throat) inlets see Step 7 for further 

instruction. If unit has the optional Oil Boom and cradle  

Profile — Inlet Width  

ScreenBox in Place 

Profile — Inlet Length  

ScreenBox in Place 

Corners Fillers: remove adhesive tape 

backing and install the corners fillers. 

see Step 8 for further instruction.  



7. ScreenBoxes designed for 

combination (curb throat) inlets use a  

SplashGuard design as illustrated 

right. 

The ScreenBox model designed for 

the combination inlets will provide 

support on three sides using the 

standard sliding flange. The fourth 

side that fits along the curb throat has 

two separate heavy rubber 

splashguards, one at each end. The 

splashguards are oversized with the 

intent being to cut them down to fit 

into the curb throat.  

The image and notes above reinforce the basic look and concept of the dual SplashGuard flange 

associated with ScreenBox installations in combination (curb throat) inlets. 

SplashGuard SplashGuard 

The SplashGuards are cut down to fit the curb throat opening as shown above. Please note that the intent 

of the SplashGuard is to divert the flow down the curbline into the StormSack BMP unit. 

2. Generally the combo inlet units will 

incorporate a 4” “Drop Flange” to get the 

SplashGuards to the proper elevation below 

the grate. 

3. Two individual SplashGuards are 

mounted onto one common flange and 

then cut down to fit into the curb throat 

opening per the images below. 

1. The open space behind and between the SplashGuards is per product design. 



10. For more product 

information, please see our 

ScreenBox Operation and 

Maintenance Guide. 

8. Oil Boom and Cradle: If the ScreenBox has the optional Oil Boom and Cradle, that 

component has the corners fillers included and will sit right into top of BMP style frame. 

9. Every ScreenBox will include a separate 

removable Protected Bypass Hood that fits into the 

BMP style frame opening.   


